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Freed from prison
but facing new trials

Leak
exposes
how rich
hide cash
Documents show how
world leaders, billionaires
use shell companies
By KEVIN G. HALL
and MARISA TAYLOR
MCCLATCHY NEWS SERVICE
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BACK WITH FAMILY: Ko’Fawn Jones, 41, left, of Lake County quit his job to care for his father, Luther Jones, 71, after the older man’s sudden release from prison.

Son thrust into role of caretaker when father cleared after 20 years
By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

E

ven after 20 years behind
bars, Luther Jones said he
never gave up hope of being
cleared of a crime for which he always maintained he was innocent.
He filed appeals and contacted
attorneys in search of assistance,
but the efforts were of no avail.
“You got to keep hope,” said
Jones, 71. “I tried to stay out of
depression.”
His dream of freedom finally
materialized in February, when
the woman who accused him of
molesting her when she was 10
years old went to the Lake County

District Attorney’s Office to recant
her story.
The prosecutor’s office and the
courts worked quickly to have
Jones released — nine years before
his sentence would have expired —
and within days he was a free man
living with one of his sons in Lake
County. His family was thrilled
and relieved to have him back.
But his homecoming has not
exactly been the stuff of fairy tales.
While in prison, Jones had become seriously ill. He now suffers
from kidney and liver failure,
diabetes and hepatitis C, according
to Ko’Fawn Jones, 41, his son with
TURN TO FREED » PAGE A2

FULL-TIME CARE: Luther Jones, left, lives with his son, Ko’Fawn Jones,
who says his father lost 70 pounds while incarcerated, cannot walk or
care for himself and requires dialysis three times a week.

“You got to keep hope. I tried to stay out of depression.”
LUTHER JONES, cleared of a crime after being incarcerated for two decades

CLIMATE CHANGE

China’s emissions may have peaked
Slowdown linked to dip
in coal use, but growth
could negate progress
By EDWARD WONG
NEW YORK TIMES

GILLES SABRIE / NEW YORK TIMES, 2014

Farmers work in corn fields by a coal plant in Shuozhou, China. China
released statistics indicating that it used less coal in 2015 than in 2014.

BEIJING — A year and a
half ago, negotiators from the
United States persuaded the
Chinese government to commit
to a deadline for reversing the
growth in greenhouse gas emissions from China.
The Obama administration
portrayed the pledge as a major
victory because China produces more of the gases that cause
global warming than any other
country, a quarter of the world’s

total. Though the deadline was
far off, in 2030, environmentalists said the concession by
Beijing was a significant breakthrough in efforts to coordinate
a global response to climate
change.
Now, some researchers examining recent data from the slowing Chinese economy are asking
whether emissions of carbon dioxide, the main greenhouse gas,
are already falling in China —
more than a decade earlier than
expected.
If so, there could be important consequences. China’s success could energize worldwide
efforts to limit global warming
to 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit, or
TURN TO EMISSIONS » PAGE A2

WASHINGTON — A massive
leak of documents has blown
open a window on the vast,
murky world of shell companies, providing an extraordinary look at how the wealthy
and powerful conceal their money.
Twelve current and former
world leaders maintain offshore
shell companies. Close friends
of Russian leader Vladimir Putin have funneled as much as
$2 billion through banks and offshore companies.
Those exposed in the leak
include the prime ministers of
Iceland and Pakistan, an alleged
bagman for Syrian President
Bashar Assad, a close friend
of Mexican President Enrique
Pena Nieto and companies
linked to the family of Chinese
President
Xi
Jinping.
Add to those
the monarchs
of Saudi Arabia and Morocco; Middle
Eastern royalty; leaders of
FIFA, the inter- Vladimir
national body Putin
that
controls
international
soccer;
and
29 billionaires included in
Forbes Magazine’s list of the
world’s 500 richest people.
Also mentioned are 61 relatives and associates of current
country leaders, and 128 other
current or former politicians
and public officials.
The leak exposes a trail of
dark money flowing through the
global financial system, stripping national treasuries of tax
revenue.
The data breach occurred at a
little-known but powerful Panamanian law firm, Mossack Fonseca & Co., which has an office
in Las Vegas, a representative
in Miami and presence in more
than 35 other places around the
world.
The firm is one of the world’s
top five creators of shell companies, which can have legitimate
business uses but also can be
used to dodge taxes and launder
money.
More than 11.5 million emails,
financial spreadsheets, client
records, passports and corporate registries were obtained in
the leak, which was delivered to
the Suddeutsche Zeitung newspaper in Munich, Germany. In
turn, the newspaper shared the
data with the Washington-based
TURN TO LEAK » PAGE A5
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